Geocaching Course: “Discovery of the heritage of the FOUX from
PEYROULES”
How to play:
Geocaching is an outdoor recreational activity in which participants use a Global Positioning System (GPS).
Geocaching makes it possible to visit places thanks to North and East Coordinates.
The Google Maps application is one of the tools that allow visitors to advance on a course by integrating the
provided North and East coordinates. And discover the course more often by solving riddles.
The visitor will be able to observe the various heritages which he will progressively discover.
The course often ends by the search and the discovery of a small waterproof and resistant container, including
a register of visits named “logbook” and sometimes one or more “treasures”.....

Entering North and East Coordinates in Google Maps.
With the Google Maps Application to start your course, you will enter a latitude (North) and a longitude (East)
in degrees (°) and minutes (‘), in the menu bar “ enter your search”.
The first coordinates will always be given to you; some riddles will help you to find the following coordinates of
the next steps.
For example to enter : N 43 48.972 E006 40.788, you must be careful to respect the spaces, the points, the
comma, or (if we expressly indicate)
43space48point972commaspace06space40point788
Then start the search. Click on “itinerary” then “start” to start your course.
The practice of geocaching is under the responsability and common sens of everyone and hiking in nature
needs to have the necessary equipement and the usual protections.
Discretion is a basic principle of geocaching practice.

It’ your turn:

Car park : N 43 48.972 E006 40.876

Stage 1: go to N 43 48.972 E006 40.788
What does the inscription on the sundial mean?
a- “Montagnard ne l’est pas qui veut” N43 48 979 E006 40.860
b- “ tes pas te mèneront vers moi” N43 48.974 E006 40.712
Enter the coordonates of the correct answer to go to the next step
Stage 2
At the top of the stairs, an antique object is laying on the ground on its edge. What is it?
a- a forge’s bellow
N43.48.972 E006 40.956
b- an anvil
N43 48.967 E006 40.911
The correct answer will give you the coordinates to follow.
Stage 3
Take the street of Teillon, walk along the playground: you’re standing in front of a door with
an ornament that represents :
a- an ammonite N43 48.990 E006 40.986
b- birds N43 48.971 E006 40.765
The correct answer will give you the coordinates to follow.

Stage 4
Water gushes from :
a- mythological snake N43 48.999 E006 41.104
b- a dog head : N43 48.986 E006 40.967
Stage 5
Clue to collect : remember the number of the expecting answer.
The saint of LA FOUX DE PEYROULES will welcome you. Is he :
SAINT JEAN BAPTISTE (5) ; SAINT ANTOINE (2) or SAINT PIERRE DE LA FOUX
(6).
Take “La rue du Chauvet” and then go to N43 48.983 E006 41.011
Stage 6
You arrive in front of a door. Dare to enter by pushing the lock.... you are :
a- in front of a communal oven N43 48.972 E006 40.930
b- in a small communal museum N43 48.983 E006 40.933;
Clue : Inside, remember the last key figure of the date.
Stage 7
Clue to collect : the present fountain is a pump fountain ( 3 ) or a basin fountain ( 7 ).
Then, go to the exit of a porch at N43 48.971 E006 40.908
Stage 8
On your left, the door handle is in a shappe of :
a bird : N43 48.958 E006 40.898
a hand: N43 48.974 E006 40.712
Stage 9
Use your key figures to post your log.

